Display issue prevents dragging and dropping of content area items
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Issue Description: When trying to move a content item by clicking and dragging it down the page, the items scrolls down the browser window well below the end of the content items extending the page.

Steps to Replicate:

1. Log in as System Admin
2. Go to System > Admin > Courses
3. Go to Course Menu > Content
4. Ensure there are enough Content Items on the page to enable the browser scroll bar
5. Single-Click a Content Item and attempt to drag it down the page

Observed Behavior:
The page and cursor jump a long way down and extend the page/scroll bar. The scroll bar will show that the page is longer

Expected Behavior:
The item to move consistently with the cursor to where the user would like to place the item

Note: This issue effects both Content Items and Course Menu items

Target Release: Future Reference
Patch Available: No